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The Argument from Temporal Perspective

The argument from perspective may be applied to ‘temporal denominations’ of the A-type as in McTag-
gart’s argument for the unreality of time:

Temporal facts are either existentially independent from our present temporal perspective or depen-
dent on it (in which case we call them “A-facts”).
Being present, past and future are contrary properties.
The same fact is future, present and past relative to different temporal perspectives.

∴ Two of these temporal perspectives do not present us with a mind-independent property of the fact.
There is no reason to privilege one temporal perspective over another.

∴ Therefore no temporal perspective presents us with a mind-independent temporal property of facts.
Time is unreal.

The analogues of the two objections do not apply: the first one (facts are always present, future or past) is
clearly implausible (though it has been defended, cf. ?), while the second (being present, past or future are
not properties of facts simpliciter) grants the conclusion.

As before, the right interpretation of yields the harmless:

”’ The same fact may be present from certain points of view and present from certain other ones.

We avoid the conclusion that time is unreal, but have to accept irreducibly tensed temporal qualifications:
the full story about temporal reality has to be told from a certain temporal standpoint. The fact that this-
or-that event is present is itself perspectival, it is internally related to an instant of time. We thus reject the
premise Fine ( : ) calls “Absolutism”, i.e. the view that the composition of reality is not irreducibly
relative, that its relative composition by the facts must be explained in terms of its absolute composition by
these facts:

“For the non-standard realist [...], reality at another time is an alternative reality. It is neither
a facet of the one true reality nor a hypothetical determination of the one true reality, but
another reality on an equal footing with the current reality …” (Fine : )

In the case of a temporally changing object such as the year , we thus have to qualify further:
v -as-present was-future-from- .
v -as-present will-be-past-from- .

Contrary to the case of visual shape, however, there is no temporally unqualified way of saying what the
year is. “ -as-present” and “ ” are really just the same thing.



Temporal Standpoints

Temporal standpoints are thus irreducibly involved in the constitution of tensed facts. But what are tem-
poral standpoints? Recent discussion of temporal consciousness have concentrated on our perception of
duration, taking our present perception of present events as a supposedly unproblematic starting-point.
The question then becomes: how do we perceive past events as past, thereby achieving a perception of
duration. Three answers have been proposed:

. auditory and visual perceptions are themselves temporally extended processes, so they are them-
selves in need of an experiential unification which must be located in the present, be point-like and
momentary (cf. Dainton : );

. temporalised contents are self-revealing, welded together by nothing other than direct experience
(Dainton ( : ) and Gallagher ( : ));

. we enjoy special representations – retentions – which present us with something in the past as past
(Husserl ( : ) and

These three strategies may be applied to two different problems: to explain how we experience an inten-
tional object as extended in time, or to explain how we are aware of our own experiences as extended
in time (the “problem of inner time-consciousness”). In our view, the problems are connected, because
mental states are events as well.

The first view presupposes a present nexus and leads to a regress. The second wrongly explains the expe-
rience as of past and as of future by expanding the present, which leads to a dilemma: either the present
is intrinsically structured temporally or it is not; if it is, then it’s not present, but “past flowing into future”
(taking the metaphor literally); if it is not, then it doesn’t do it’s job – both the object’s having been F and
it’s going to be ¬F are part of it, which is still contradictory. The third position, however, is ambiguous:
is the pastness in the act or the content (i.e. content + MOP); it cannot be in the acts (that would reduce
it to (i)), so it must be in the contents; but then the contents are tensed, but atemporally had – this is the
defining feature of the A-theory:

“A perception cannot merely be a perception of what is now; rather any perception of the
present phase of an object includes a retention of the just-past phase and a protention of the
phase of the object about to occur […] Inner-time consciousness is not an object occurring in
time, but neither is it merely a consciousness of time; rather it is itself a form of temporality…”
(Zahavi : )

Being a form of temporality precisely is having an intrinsically tensed content. A retention of a as having
been F cannot be the same act as a direct apprehension of a as being F – the two acts have different
veridicality conditions: the retention is veridical iff a was F , while the apprehension is veridical iff a is F .
That this makes a real difference may be shown as follows.

We do see things moving, not just moving things. That there is change, in particular change of position, is
directly given to us in experience. There are broadly speaking two metaphysical theories of velocity. Ac-
cording to the so-called “at-at” theory, championed by Russell, the velocity of a moving body at an instant
is grounded in its subsequent locations: the body has the velocity it has because it is at these different places
at different times. According to an alternative theory, the explanatory relation holds in the other direction:
the velocity explains, rather than is explained by, the different locations. This concept of instantaneous
velocity is quite mysterious however: what grounds at a specific instance the instantaneous velocity the
body has? how are we to understand the possession by the body of a vectorial quantity, having not just a
value but also a direction? While instantaneous velocity is metaphysically mysterious, it seems clear that
we have perceptual access to it. When I see a thing moving, from a to b through c, I directly apprehend



it’s being at b, retending that it was at a and protending that it will be at c. By these three different acts,
rather than a succession of direct apprehensions, I see the thing as moving.

Dainton’s paradox of temporal awareness: how can we perceive change if change occurs over a temporal
spread?

Dainton’s problem of lingering content: If you are for example hearing the sequence do-re-mi, the tone
do would be heard three times (assuming for the sake of simplicity that the tones are momentary), first as
a primal impression, secondly as a retention immediately preceding re and the third time as a retention
when mi is given as a primal impression.

Brentano: presenting in lectures in Würzburg an early retentional model. The earlier tones in the se-
quence stay “present” in experience. Problem: if these contents are simultaneous in experience, why aren’t
they experienced simultaneously? Early: they’re intentionally inexistent; Middle: retentional contents are
real, but appear under ‘temporal modes of presentation’.

Miller’s Principle of Simultaneous Awareness: “An awareness of succession derives from simultaneous
features of the structure of that awareness…A continuous awareness of a tone as enduing must involve an
awareness of (at least) some temporally extended part of the tone at any given instant of that awareness”
( : )

Clarifications needed:

. relation between epistemic and simple seeing, bearing on whether or not perception of change is
hostage to temporal ontology

. question of whether perception of change would necessitate temporal outreach: compare with the
spatial case, where I do have perceptual acquaintance with a table from all four sides.

. “change requires time”: ontological question whether the objects of perception may itself be dy-
namic

Analogy with the spatial case: I do see threedimensional things and that they are threedimensional (it’s
call perspective, dude) – I don’t reconstruct threedimensionality with memory.

The problem is different from our only seeing what is past, it’s a question of the succession of lightcones,
not just of one lightcone.

Broad’s overlap problem: if to see the succession A−B−C by having a perception p1 of A and B and a
later perception p2 of B and C, don’t you see B twice?

How can a succession of perceptions be a perception of a succession? It can so in the spatial case. Reject
the terms of the paradox: the perception itself is of something temporally extended. Argue for this by
analogy:

. cinematographic view: you somehow reconstruct the D thing – it’s not perception of D, it’s an
error theory

. specious here: you see more than one point – well, but how does this help

. retentional theories: out of focus / in focus, doesn’t address the object constancy problem, but
presupposes that it is solved

. representational model: but why is the representation veridical, and how do I know this?
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